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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2 are node IP addresses of a Cisco Unified
CM cluster. Which statement describes the correct Cisco Unified
CM configurations that produced the output shown in the
exhibit?
A. Device Name on the Cisco Unified CM H.225 Trunk (Gatekeeper
Controlled) configuration page is HQGK_1,HQGK_2.
B. Device Name on the Cisco Unified CM Gatekeeper configuration
page is HQGK.
C. Not enough information has been provided to answer this
question.
D. Device Name on the Cisco Unified CM Gatekeeper configuration
page is HQGK_1,HQGK_2.
E. Device Name on the Cisco Unified CM H.225 Trunk (Gatekeeper
Controlled) configuration page is HQGK.
Answer: E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
When determining the most appropriate ratio of processor cores
to disk drives for a Hadoop cluster, what are the
considerations?
A. Disk drives per core without consideration to workload types
B. Processors and disk drives per machine, the workload doesn't
matter
C. Disk drives per machine, nothing else matters.
D. Processor core counts and workload type, the ratio doesn't
matter
E. Disk drives per core and workload types
Answer: E
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